Pre-K- 2 Grade Museum Scavenger Hunt

**Begin in Central Court on Floor 2**

1. Look up! What do you see hanging on the ceiling? **Circle the items you see above you.**

![Chair](image1)

![Basket](image2)

![Rocking Horse](image3)

2. MOO! It is time to turn milk to butter. **Put a check next to two tools used to make butter when you find them.**

![Butter Churn](image4)

![Butter Mold](image5)

**Move to Floor 3**

3. Find the pewter teapots. **Put one hand on your hip, and the other hand stretched out like a teapot spout. Bend sideways and pretend to pour tea out the spout.**

![Teapots](image6)

4. One shoe, two shoe. Find the shoes. **Put a check in the box when you find them.**

![Shoes](image7)
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**Move to Floor 4**
5. Look for the spinning wheel. **Put a check in the box when you find it.**

![Spinning Wheel]

**Move to Floor 5**
6. Find the musical instruments. **Hum or softly sing your favorite song.**

![Musical Instruments]

**Move to Floor 6**
7. Henry Mercer made stories in his tiles. **Find Henry Mercer’s tiles. What stories do you like to tell?**

![Henry Mercer's Tiles]

**Move to Floor 7**
8. Uh-oh, Henry Mercer’s favorite pet dog, Rollo, ran through the wet concrete and left paw prints behind. **Find Rollo’s paw prints.**

![Rollo's Paw Prints]
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Answer Key:

1. Circle chair, basket, and cradle
2. Located in Butter and Cheese making (room 3)
3. Located in Pewter (room 16)
4. Located in Shoemaking (room 28)
5. Located in Spinning & Weaving (room 38)
6. Located in Musical Instruments (room 49)
7. Located in Stoveplates & Firebacks (room 57)
8. Located in Rollo’s Stairway (stairs between floors 6 and 7)